Bishop David Brown

Year 7

Helping your child to achieve their best

Dear Year 7,
Welcome to your summer homework!
At Bishop David Brown School, we believe that learning happens best when it is supported
with study that takes place outside of lessons. As such, we have tried to include some
activities for you to do over the Summer holidays from as wide a range of subjects as
possible - some of which you will not have studied before.
Many of these tasks require some research and planning, so go through these carefully
with your parents/carers and be organised in how you approach them. If you are asked to
research a particular topic or idea, using the internet is acceptable, but you must write the
information into your own words. Unless you are making notes, we expect you to write
your answers in full, well-organised sentences. Use extra paper and any other materials
that you wish if the spaces provided are not big enough. You can type-up your work too.
We understand that some of these activities are challenging, but we expect all students to
show resilience and try to complete as much of the work as possible. Please rest assured
that your teachers will be able to help you with any areas that you struggle with when we
return in September. Special time will allocated for this to take place both during and after
the school day. Good luck!
Mr Mitchell—Assistant Head of School (Attainment)
Mr Roberts—Head of Year 7

English
English— ACOASTMAP techniques


Research and write a definition for the creative writing techniques below.



Give an example of each technique in a sentence

Adjective

Colour

Onomatopoeia

Adverb

Simile

Three (rule of)

Metaphor

Alliteration

Personification

Definition: An adjective is________________________________
____________________________________________________
Example: _____________________________________________
____________________________________________________
Definition: A colour is__________________________________
____________________________________________________
Example: _____________________________________________
Definition: Onomatopoeia is______________________________
____________________________________________________
Example: _____________________________________________
Definition: An adverb is_________________________________
____________________________________________________
Example: _____________________________________________
Definition: A simile is___________________________________
____________________________________________________
Example: _____________________________________________
Definition: The rule of three is___________________________
____________________________________________________
Example: _____________________________________________
Definition: A metaphor is________________________________
____________________________________________________
Example: _____________________________________________
Definition: Alliteration is________________________________
____________________________________________________
Example: _____________________________________________
Definition: Personification is_____________________________
____________________________________________________
Example: _____________________________________________

English
The Island
Objective : to adapt writing to suit different audiences and purposes

TASK 1

TASK 2

Purpose: Imaginative, descriptive writing

Purpose: Persuasive writing

Using the ACOASTMAP techniques, write a
description of the tropical island in the picture.
Use your imagination.

You are entering a competition to write a travel
article persuading tourists to come to the island in
Go Visit Different Places Abroad! Magazine.

Try and use as many of the following:

Try and include:



ACOASTMAP techniques



A striking headline



Sophisticated vocabulary



Address the reader (i.e. ‘You’)



Use your senses to describe





Write in paragraphs

Emotive language - language that make the
reader feel like they must visit



Different length of sentences



Repetition



Exciting punctuation



Facts and opinions



Exaggeration

Use the example below as your starting point,
if you need to.
Example: The ocean of sand stretched in front of
me as I stood with my feet in the crystal blue
waters.

Use the example below as your starting point , if
you need to:
Example: Come and witness the breath-taking
beaches in all their splendour! Experience the
wonderful sights, sounds , smells...

English
READING
5 Facts about reading:
1.

Reading can you make you more interesting

2.

Your family will never complain that your book is too loud!

3.

Reading makes you smarter—FACT

4.

Books have stopped bullets—reading could save your life!

5.

Dinosaurs didn't read—look what happened to them!

TASK
All we want you to do is pick a book from the list below, get it and read it—that’s it! No need to review
it , draw a picture of it or even write an essay on it; just enjoy it!
1.

War Horse by Michael Morpurgo

2.

Peter Pan by JM Barrie

3.

The Dark is Rising by Susan Cooper

4.

The Seeing Stone by Kevin Crossley-Holland

5.

The Diary of a Young Girl by Anne Frank

6.

Boy and Going Solo by Roald Dahl

7.

Gangsta Granny by David Walliams

8.

Northern Lights by Phillip Pullman

9.

Black Beauty by Anna Sewell

10.

Raptor by Paul Zindel

11.

The Hunger Games by Suzanne Collins

12.

Pig Heart Boy by Malorie Blackman

13.

The Graveyard Book by Neil Gaiman

14.

The Book Thief by Markus Zusak

15.

Holes by Louis Sachar

16.

The Curious Incident of the dog in the Night-time by Mark
Haddon

17.

Noughts and Crosses by Malorie Blackman

Maths
Column Addition and Subtraction Codebreaker
Find the correct letter for the space.

A)
E)
I)
M)
Q)
U)
Y)

135 + 468
97 + 17
384 + 245
436 + 137
435 + 66
139 + 419
343 + 424

417

168

222

163

927

114

B)
F)
J)
N)
R)
V)
Z)

767

181

356 – 98
491 – 328
543 – 317
712 – 89
1238 – 951
249 – 68
349 - 102

629

927

927

114

181

114

623

C)
G)
K)
O)
S)
W)

927

629

114

623

?

114

629

982

53 + 49
944 + 38
100 + 44
123 + 99
135 + 792
333 + 84

38

258

168

D)
H)
L)
P)
T)
X)

185 – 68
465 – 297
1000 – 347
466 – 294
693 – 543
524 – 486

927

102

603

287

114

117

114

102

603

558

927

114

623

629

623

114

!

150

Challenge 1 Multiplication Extension Task
Show all your working. Calculator Allowed
1. A printer can print 12 sheets of paper per minute. It prints for 35 minutes. How many pages is this?
2. A bus can carry 47 passengers. It makes 15 journeys. How many passengers is there room for?
3. A concert ticket costs £25.40. A family of 6 want to go, how much will this cost?
4. A boy is asking to be sponsored 30p for a sponsored silence. 145 people sponsor him. How much money has
he raised?
5. Petrol costs £1.45 per litre. I buy 15 litres. How much do I need to pay?
6. A man earns £450 per month. He works for 7 months. How much does he earn?
7. A book costs £6.49. How much would 8 of these books cost?
8. A CD costs £5.97 and a DVD £7.99. How much will 4 CDs and 5 DVDs cost?

Maths
Challenge 2 No Calculator Multiplication
KNOW IT

Challenge 2.1 Multiplication
GRASP IT

Match up the questions and answers.
Show all your working in your book!

Match up the questions and answers.
Show all your working in your book!

120 x 46
37 x 7
132 x 14
713 x 5
536 x 8
413 x 3
224 x 27
361 x 6
25 x 52
41 x 82
894 x 36
23 x 396

3565
1300
259
32184
1239
1848
9108
6048
5520
4288
3362
2166

57 x 3
35 x 8
25 x 21
22 x 27
24 x 7
25 x 6
41 x 12
31 x 26
71 x 54
41 x 26
56 x 421
32 x 194

280
150
168
186
1066
6208
23576
525
492
594
171
3834

Challenge 2.2 Multiplication
THINK IT

42 x 3 =

21 x 6 =

32 x 7 =

54 x 4 =

35 x 4 =

65 x 3 =

37 x 5 =

43 x 6 =

59 x 4 =

76 x 3 =

66 x 6 =

58 x 6 =

Science
Welcome to the Science Department here at BDB!!
We are very excited to be welcoming you here in September 2019, starting your journey in Biology, Chemistry
and Physics which ends in June 2024!!!
Although it seems a long time away, it will be here before you know it – therefore we need you to do some
preparation work for when you arrive!
Task
Please can you create an A3 Poster (on some card or tough paper) explaining what all the equipment attached
is used for. The title could be ‘Science equipment at BDB’… you could even get a picture of the school’s logo if
you like?
This will come in really handy in our first few weeks here at BDB.
For those that want to go the extra mile… you could get your hands stuck into a great practical at home,
completing the Indicator Independent Learning Task!
(Optional, but Year 7 styled work, something to get use to!)
Resources
You could use the internet to research the jobs of each piece, but try and reduce the amount of results you get
by adding “key stage 3” at the end of it. E.g. Bunsen burner Key Stage three.
Some of you could even tweet pictures of your work to @BDB_Science so we can see how you are getting on!
We would really like to see the progress of your work, and then the final piece when you arrive!

Have a really great summer, and we look forward to seeing you all in September!
The BDB Science Department

Science
Making and testing indicators ILT
An indicator is a substance that changes colour in the presence of an acid or an alkali.
An indicator that you will have used in the school laboratory is Universal Indicator. It can also tell you how strong or
weak an acid or alkali is by referring to the pH scale.
Many fruits, petals and leaves contain chemicals that react with acids or alkalis and change colour. Indicators can
be made from red cabbage, beetroot, blackberries, carrots, cherries, grapes, strawberries and geranium petals.
Plant indicators are made by either pressing out the liquid from fruits or by boiling chopped up plant material in
water until you get a coloured solution. This solution will change colour when added to acids or alkalis.

The pH scale is used with Universal Indicator.

Equipment:
You may need:
Containers, heat, different household and food substances to test, plant or fruit material to make indicator, pestle
and mortar or grinder, sieve, tile and knife.

What you need to do:
Your task is to make plant indicators and compare them with Universal Indicator.
You will need to:


Write a method to describe how to make the indicator you choose with your equipment



Describe any dangers that you must be careful about when doing your experiment.



Use your method to make one indicator and then test it with different acid and alkali substances you will
find around your home.



Record your results neatly. You could draw a table to show which substances are acidic and which are
alkali.



Compare your indicator with Universal Indicator which you have used in class. Was your indicator as good
or better? Explain your answer.

Additional Higher Level Task


Make two different indicators and use them to test for acids and alkalis as before.



Record all of your results in a neat table showing which substances are acids and which are alkalis.



Compare at least two different indicators using your results and explain which was better and why.



if you were able to do the task again describe any improvements would you make to the way that you did it
so that you get more accurate results.

Explain how these improvements would help you get more accurate data.

Science

History
TASK
Research and write a newspaper article (at least one full page) about one of the following topics:






Henry VIII’s divorce from Catherine of Aragon
The Battle of Little Bighorn
Edward the Confessor
An explorer of your choice or the discovery of North America
The Mayans or Aztecs

You can complete this by either hand or electronically.
You should report the basic facts about the person or event (who, what, when, where, etc.) and you
should try to explain why or how it is important in history. Think about:


How has this person or event made an impact on the history of the world?



Why do we still talk about it today?



Do you think this person or event is more important than any other person or event? Why or why
not?



Do you think he/she/it still has an influence on how we live our lives today?



Do you think someone might disagree with your views about the topic? Why or why not?

Geography
TASK
Choose an area familiar to you. This could be your street, your town/village, your journey to
school or your primary school or any other place you know well.
1. Draw a map of the area in the box below.
2. Label the features and buildings. Describe their purpose in the labels.

Spanish

Task 1: Write a paragraph using the
template ‘Me presento’
Task 2: Learn the vocabulary below

‘Permitir a los estudiantes alcanzar su máximo potencial’

French

Task 1: Write a paragraph using the
template ‘Je me présente’
Task 2: Learn the vocabulary below

‘Permettant aux étudiants d'atteindre leur plein potential’

Religious Studies
TASK
At BDB you will have the opportunity to learn about a range of different religions and belief systems.
Over the Summer holidays, in order to prepare you for this please research the six main world religions
shown below; find as many of the key pieces of information as you can and complete as much of the
table (below) as possible.
Christianity

Islam

Hinduism

Judaism

Buddhism

Sikhism

Approximately
how many
people follow
the religion
world-wide?
How old is the
religion?
When was it
founded?
Who founded/
started the
religion?
Who do they
worship?
What do they
believe about
God? Give one
example of
something they
believe about
God.
Where do they
worship? What
is their Holy
building/place
of worship
called?
What is their
Holy book/
sacred writing
called?
Do they go on
pilgrimage? If
so, where to?
Which festivals
do they
celebrate?
Give one
example.

OPTIONAL EXTENSION TASK
Choose one of the religions above to research in more depth.
Find three interesting pieces of information or facts about the religion that have not already been covered.
Produce a short piece of writing explaining each fact and why you think they are particularly interesting.

Art
Task
Please produce a detailed pencil drawing of one of your favourite objects at home.
E.g. an object in your bedroom/music instruments/sports gear/food/clothing.

Music
Task

Design and Technology
Plastics
Create either a fact sheet, newspaper report or power point on plastics.
The following information should be included:


Examples of different thermosetting plastics and their uses.



Examples of different thermoplastics and their uses.



Explain the difference between thermos and thermosetting plastics.



The main ingredient/s needed to make plastic.



Plastics facts (e.g. How much is produced annually? How much is recycled?)



How do plastics impact on our environment?

Remember to make your work aesthetically pleasing (colourful, images, different font types). The main
text font size should be no larger than 12pt – headings and subheadings should be no larger than 18pt.
Fact sheet – two A4 pages maximum.
Newspaper report – one A4 page only.
PowerPoint – Maximum of 4 slides.
Stretch and Challenge task:
1. Research in to the history of plastics – When were they discovered? How have products changed and
developed over time? (Could devise a time line).
2. How would you solve the plastic pollution problem?
Useful websites:
http://tiki.oneworld.org/plastic/plastic.html
http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/resistantmaterials/materialsmaterialsrev3.shtml

Food Technology
TASK 1
All questions must be answered in full sentences. If not you will be asked to complete this task
again. (Must be in your own words and not copied and pasted from the Internet).

Q1. Name the five (5) food groups on the Eatwell Guide (used to be known as the Eatwell Plate).
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________

Q2. What do these nutrients do for the body?
(a) Carbohydrate __________________________________________________________________
(b) Fat

__________________________________________________________________

(c) Minerals

___________________________________________________________________

(d) Protein

___________________________________________________________________

(e) Vitamins

__________________________________________________________________

Q3. Name between three (3) to five (5) foods that are high in each of these nutrients.
(a) Carbohydrate __________________________________________________________________
(b) Saturated Fat __________________________________________________________________
(c) Protein________________________________________________________________________
(d) Iron__________________________________________________________________________
(e) Calcium______ _________________________________________________________________

Food Technology
TASK 2
1.

Match the words below to the correct section of the Eatwell Guide.



Fruit and vegetables



Beans, pulses, fish, eggs, meats and other proteins



Dairy and alternatives



Potatoes, bread, rice, pasta and other starchy carbohydrates

2.

Draw or write the types of foods that fit into each section.

Growth Mindset
At Bishop David Brown School we believe that being resilient is important.
People who are resilient are able to cope with challenges and bounce back
quickly from mistakes or things that go wrong. To help you develop your
resilience we encourage students, parents and teachers to have a
Growth Mindset.
What is Growth Mindset?
Your mindset is the attitudes and values you hold about yourself and the world
around you. People with a Growth Mindset believe that their abilities and intelligence
is not fixed, with time and practice you can improve and get better. Your brain is like a muscle; with
training and effort it can become stronger and you can become better at any number of different skills,
challenges and subjects.

Why is Growth Mindset important?








Students with a Growth Mindset are not afraid to make mistakes, in fact they believe that mistakes
are something we can learn from and improve on.
Students with a Growth Mindset do not give up, they are prepared to give anything a go.
Students with Growth Mindsets are not threatened by other people’s successes, they see this as a
way to learn from others and make themselves better.
Students with a Growth Mindset welcome constructive feedback and appreciate being given ways
in which they can improve.
Students with a Growth Mindset enjoy setting themselves challenges and targets and see the value
in working towards them.
Students with a Growth Mindset work hard! They work hard because they know that by working
hard, eventually they will improve.
Students with a Growth Mindset are happier at school and are able to make excellent progress
towards their goals.

How can I develop my Growth Mindset?

